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Abstract
Although object-oriented methods make extensive use of relations between objects, these relations, other than inheritance and part-of, can not directly be represented by the conventional
object-oriented model. This means that relations which are identi ed during analysis and design
have to be implemented on top of the object model, i.e. by using method code and message passing, rather than by expressing relations directly within in the model. It would be bene cial if
the object-oriented model would support the speci cation of all relevant types of relations within
the model, including application-domain speci c relation types. Therefore, we propose a mechanism, implemented in LayOM { an extended object model, that supports speci cation of all types
of relations between objects within the model as components of the object model. In addition, an
approach for identifying and specifying application-domain relation types is presented.
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Introduction

The concept of relation plays an important role in modelling applications. Most object-oriented
development methods, e.g. [8, 10, 16, 17], make extensive use of relations between analysis and design
entities. However, the object-oriented model in which the analysis and design model generally is
implemented does not provide support for expressing relations other than inheritance and aggregation.
We consider this a problem because a relation, being a conceptual entity, can not be expressed in the
object model as an entity, but needs to be implemented as distributed pieces of method code and
messages. The software engineer should be able to express all types of relations, or at least the larger
part, as entities in the object-oriented model.
Others [16] also identi ed this as a problem and propose to model relations as independent objects.
This, we believe, is unsatisfactory for two reasons. First, a relation should be part of the object whose
behaviour is in uenced by the relation. A relation is not an object, but it should be modelled as an
identi able unit. Second, for the objects involved in the relation the designer still needs to de ne
methods and message exchanges.
We propose to model the relations an object has with other objects as a part of the object de nition.
The designer can de ne relations of a class with other classes for three purposes. First, a relation can
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be used to extend the functionality of a class. We refer to this type of relation as structural relations.
Structural relations de ne the structure of a class and provide reuse. The second type of relation,
i.e. a behavioural relation, is de ned for clients of the class. The functionality of the class is used
by client objects and the class can de ne a behavioural relation with each client (or client category).
ehavioural relations restrict the behaviour of the class. For instance, access to the class might be
restricted for the client in certain object states. The third type of relations that can be applied by the
designer are application domain relations. Many domains have, next to reusable application domain
classes, also application domain relation types that can be reused. In practice, we have experienced
this categorisation as being very natural. Therefore, we categorise relations in structural, behavioural
and application-domain speci c relation types.
The contribution of this paper, we believe, is that it presents a novel approach to representing
relations between objects that is 1) more uniform than the conventional approaches, 2) provides
reuse of relation types and 3) increases the traceability of relations in the implementation model.
We explicitly do not aim at modelling relations as in relational databases. Our goal is to extend
the relation types that can directly be represented within the object model (currently inheritance
and aggregation) with additional relation types that increase the expressiveness of the object-oriented
model.
This paper is organised as follows. First, we analyse the problems of the conventional object
model1 with respect to relations in the next section. Then, in section 3, we introduce the process
control domain which will serve as an example throughout the paper. In section , the aforementioned
categories of relations are de ned and described. As a solution to the discussed problems we propose
the la ered ob ect model in section . Section 6 discusses the relation to other work and we conclude
in the last section with an evaluation and a description of future work.

tion l
In this section we describe the rationale for the research resulting in this paper. First, a short overview
of object-oriented analysis and design is given. In the subse uent section, an analysis of the problems
of the conventional object-oriented model with respect to the methodology are described.
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A conventional object-oriented method consists of many steps and processes, but it can generally
be decomposed in ve high-level steps. elow, we give a brief description of the steps. However, the
intention of this description is to illustrate how a software engineer deals with relations during analysis
and design. It explicitly does not intend to give a precise description of an analysis and design method.
The description is a generalisation of the more popular object-oriented methods, e.g. [ , 8, 10, 16].
1.

e uirement and domain anal sis:
uring re uirements analysis the software engineer tries to
identify and de ne all re uirements in a consistent, coherent and complete re uirement speci cation. omain analysis is concerned with identifying theoretical and engineering domains that
are relevant for the application under development.

2.

: The software engineer structures the system into a hierarchy
of subsystems and identi es relevant objects in the application domain.

3.

: After the system has been structured and candidate objects have been
de ned, the software engineer searches for relations between the identi ed objects. At this stage
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odel as supported by

alltalk and

.

the types of the identi ed relations are unrestricted and the software engineer tries to express
the characteristics of each relation as precisely as possible.
.

tructure speci cation: As the structure of the system is the focal point here, the relations
identi ed during the previous phase are `mapped' to one of three relation types, i.e. inheritance,
aggregation or uses. The latter relation basically captures all relation types that cannot be
expressed directly within the object model. The structure of the system is de ned based on the
inheritance and aggregate relations.

.

ehaviour speci cation: The uses relations, i.e. the relation types that cannot be implemented
within the object model, are translated into method code and message sends between objects.

From the above description one can conclude that, although many di erent types of relations
can be identi ed during the relation identi cation phase, only inheritance and aggregation relations
are represented within the model. Other relation types have to be expressed on top o the object
model. In addition, despite the fact that application domain entities are modelled by classes, the
application domain relations between the classes are not modelled as rst-class entities, but need
to be translated into method code and message sends. Our experience has shown that, next to
application-domain speci c classes, often application-domain speci c relation types also provide useful
and reusable abstractions.
.
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The problems related to the use of relations in the conventional object model can be categorised as
follows.






ac
r : uring analysis and design, the application is modelled in terms of
objects and relations between objects. uring the implementation phase, the model has to be
expressed in an object-oriented language that only supports the representation of the inheritance
and part-o relation. Other types of relations have to be implemented on top of the language
model. Obviously, this is not a uniform approach to expressing relations between objects: depending on the relation type, the software engineer has to express the relation in di erent ways
in the object model.
e ec e
rce Re se: From our experience, we have learned that application domains
not only have domain speci c classes, but often also domain speci c relations. However, because
the conventional object model does not support explicit representation of relations, the domain
speci c relation types are generally neglected. A problem is that one looses an important source
of reuse when relations are implemented as method code within one (or both) of the related
objects. The rst-class representation of the application domain relation type is lost and it
cannot be reused.
e she racea
: If relations can not be expressed explicitly in the object model but
have to be implemented as pieces of method code and messages between objects, the traceabilit
of the implementation model with respect to the design model is more di cult. This because a
unit in the design model does not have a corresponding unit in the implementation model. The
implementation models the real world problem less exact than possible.
hen we use the ter

`ob ect' we refer, unless e plicitly stated, to analysis and design entities, e.g.

classes and instances.
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Figure 1:

efault process - controller con guration

Figure 2: Analysis and design model
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In this paper we will use a part of a process control application as the running example. In gure 1
the default con guration for a process and an associated controller is shown.
In process control, the system, i.e. the controlled and the controlling part, is build by using two
types of components: process and controller. The process has one input, the desired value , and one
output, the actual value . The controller has two inputs, the desired value and the measured value
and one output, the set value . The set value of the controller is connected to the desired value of
the process.
In gure 2, an analysis and design model of a part of a process control application is shown.
The most important classes in this application are the controller and the process. oth inherit from
class trans ormer. etween the process and the controller, a relation of type controls exists. lass
trans ormer which contains functionality for transforming an input to an output. The process contains
a sensor to interact with the real-world process it represents, whereas the controller contains an
actuator to control this process.
The process is an abstraction of a real-world process. In process control theory, a number of useful
process abstractions have been de ned. xamples are the ero-order process, e.g. an (ideal) servo
system, the rst-order process, e.g. the heating of a water mass, and the second-order process, e.g.
two heating tanks in se uence. Orthogonal to the order of the process, a process can have a reaction
delay, i.e. a time interval between the actuation and the response of the process. These process types
are archetypes and a real-world process is modelled using compositions of these process types.
rocess control theory also de nes three basic types of control:
 The rst is

proportional ( ) control, where the di erence between the actual value of the process
and the desired value of the controller are linearly translated into a set value for the controller.

 The second type of control is

(I) control, where the controller not only uses the
current actual value, but also the history of the process. An integrator can, for instance, level
out the e ects of a static disturbance in the process, whereas a controller cannot.

 The third type is the

integrating

di erentiating

( ) controller which is used to obtain a fast response to

changes in the system. It uses the derivative in time of the actual value .
These three basic types of controllers can be composed to form more accurate (and realistic)
and I . In this notation,
controllers. The controller types that are used in practice are , I,
I, for example, refers to a controller that combines proportional and integrating control.
The combination of a process and an associated controller can be used as a higher level process,
which in turn can be controlled by a higher level controller. Also, processes can be combined, either
parallel or se uential and the result is generally a higher order process.

l tion
As the term `relation' is used in many di erent contexts and any software engineer has some associations connected with the term, we have to be explicit about our use of relations. For this purpose, we
de ne a relation as an connection rom one ob ect or class
to another ob ect or class
that
in uences the behaviour o
in some
a .
o note that in this de nition we explicitly demand that
the behaviour of the object is in uenced by the relation. We are not concerned with relations that do
not in uence the behaviour of the object. A second aspect of this de nition is the unidirectionality of
a relation. The rationale for de ning a relation as unidirectional is that we associate a relation with
the object whose behaviour is in uenced by the relation. Our experience is that only a small subset
of the relation types is bidirectional in terms of our de nition. These relations are modelled as two
unidirectional relations.
It is our aim to present the concept of relation in a very uniform manner and to deal with each
relation type in exactly the same manner. We believe that the conversion of an analysis and design
model into a set of class de nitions is more natural if relations can directly be expressed in the class
de nition.
uring analysis and design, the designer can de ne relations of a class with other classes for three
purposes. First, a relation can be used to extend the functionality of a class. This type of relation, we
refer to as structural relations. Structural relations de ne the structure of a class and provide reuse.
The second type of relation is de ned for clients of the class. The functionality of the class is used
by client objects and the class can de ne a behavioural relation with each client (or client category).
ehavioural relations restrict the behaviour of the class. For instance, some functionality might be
restricted to certain clients or in speci c situations. The third type of relations that the designer
can apply are application domain relations. Many domains have, next to reusable application domain
classes, also application domain relation types that can be reused. For instance, the controls relation
type is a very important relation in the domain of process control. The de ned relation type categories
are described in the following subsections
.
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Structural relation types, as described above, de ne the structure of an application. A class uses the
structural relations to extend its behaviour and the class can be seen as the client, i.e. the class that
obtains functionality provided by other classes. enerally, three types of structural relations are used
in object-oriented systems development:


nheritance: This relation type is often seen as the central concept of the object-oriented
paradigm. Inheritance allows a class to reuse the interface elements and the internal state
de ned in the inherited class. The direction of the relation is from the inheriting class to the
inherited class, as the behaviour of the inheriting class is changed.

The ter

`interface ele

ent' will be discussed in

ore detail in section
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inheritance

Inherit
onditionalInherit
artialInherit
ond artialInherit

delegation

elegate
onditional elegate
artial elegate
ond artial elegate

part o

artOf
onditional artOf
artial artOf
ond artial artOf

Table 1: Structural relation type identi ers


elegation: A second type of structural relation is delegation, i.e. the object can delegate a
message to another object while encapsulating this from the sender of the delegated message.
espite the discussion within the object-oriented research community, a number of years ago,
concerning the advantages and disadvantages of inheritance and delegation, we believe that an
object-oriented model should support both types of relations. The direction of the delegation
relation is from the delegating object to the delegated object, as the behaviour of the delegating
object is extended.



art-o :
erhaps the most fundamental relation in modelling applications is the part-o relation.
The approach of problem decomposition and solution composition, one of the basic problem
solving characteristics of humans, re uires the concept of parts. This relation type is directed
from the whole to the part, i.e. from an object
to an object
. The rationale for this
is that the behaviour of
is extended by its parts and not visa versa.

The above described relation types all provide some form of reuse. The inherited, delegated or part
object provides behaviour that is reused by the inheriting, delegating or whole object, respectively.
Therefore, besides referring to these relation types as structural, we can also de ne them as reuse
relations.
Orthogonal to the discussed relation types, which are the fundamental types of reuse relations, one
can recognise two additional dimensions to structural relation types, i.e. partialit and conditionalit .


artialit : The reusing object does not necessarily re uire the reuse of all interface elements of
the reused object. Actually, it might even explicitly constrain certain interface elements to be
reused. Therefore, independent of the object state or the client type, the reusing object may
only want to use a part or subset of the interface of the reused object.



onditionalit : When reusing an object or class, the reusing object might re uire that the reuse
only occurs in certain states. Therefore, the ob ect state is a factor in deciding whether to reuse
a particular interface element. When specifying a reuse relation, the software engineer has to
determine whether all interface elements of the reused object should be accessible in all object
states.

We believe that a relation between two classes or objects, regardless of its complexity, should be
modelled as a single entity within the model. An alternative approach would be to de ne a collection
of orthogonal constructs and to decompose a relation between objects into instances of each orthogonal
construct as is done in, e.g. [3]. This approach, however, does not represent a conceptual entity in
analysis and design as an entity in the language model.
The di erent aspects of a structural relation, i.e. its type, partiality and conditionality, form a
three-dimensional space which contains all possible combinations. In compliance with our modelling
principle, we de ne a relation type for each combination. This results in twelve structural relation
types. These structural relation types are shown in table 1.
6
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In the previous section, relation types were discussed where the object containing the relation is the
client, i.e. the object `extends' itself with the structural relations. The structural relations construct
an object by extending it with the behaviour of other classes. In this section, relation types between
the object (the server) and its clients are discussed. These relation types, generally, constrain the
access of clients to the behaviour of the server object in some way.
In order to keep the type and number of clients of the object open ended, we de ne client categories
and for each message is determined whether the sender of the message is a member of a client category.
The message is then subject to the behavioural relation(s) de ned for that client category.
A relation between the object and a client category can de ne several types of behavioural constraints. A behavioural relation, in our model, incorporates four types of constraints, i.e. based on
the client, the state, concurrent access and time constraints. elow, these types of constraints are
discussed in more detail:


lient-based access: The simplest form of behavioural constraint relation is the restriction of
access to interface elements based on the client category. That is, some clients are allowed to
access certain interface elements, while this is forbidden for others.



tate-based access: This is used to restrict the access to interface elements by certain clients when
the object is in a speci ed state: This is generally used to favour other clients. For instance,
if a stock object has a small number of elements left, access might be restricted for occasional
customers, thereby favouring the more important, fre uent customers. o note that state-based
access is di erent from conditionality in the structural relation types. In structural relations,
conditionality is used to restrict access to reused interface elements when the object is in a
certain state. That is, in certain object states, interface elements are not part of the structure of
the object. State-based access for clients is used to restrict access for clients, but the interface
elements remain part of the structure of the object.



oncurrenc : An object, operating in a concurrent environment, can be addressed simultaneously by several clients. To maintain an internally consistent state the object needs to synchronise
the concurrent messages.



eal-time: The object can associate real-time constraints with messages. The message obtains a
time interval within which the re uest needs to be executed. The reason for including real-time
constraints is that although the rst-come- rst-served ordering might provide optimal throughput, it is generally not the optimal strategy for an application which interacts with a user or
other systems. A mechanism to provide relative ordering of concurrent execution can be very
bene cial.

In this paper we propose an alternative approach to the de nition of modelling constructs when
compared the conventional approaches. ather than de ning `clean', orthogonal constructs, we try to
de ne constructs that correspond to conceptual entities. Hence, we believe, supported by the objectoriented analysis and design methods, that the concept of a relation between objects is a conceptual
entity and the di erent aspects of this relation should be de ned as part of this relation, rather than
as several unrelated orthogonal constructs that, when combined, provide e uivalent behaviour.
Analogous to the structural relations, the behavioural constraints form orthogonal dimensions in a
four dimensional space. However, as we base ourselves on the notion of relations between objects, we
o note that we use the ter
an ob ect.

This di

ers fro

`concurrency' in its literal

the use of the ter

in e.g.

eaning, i.e. concurrent e ecution of two

, where the ter

`state-based access'.
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`concurrency' includes what we refer to as
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actor

ne

estrict lient

actor

estrictState
estrict onc
estrictTime

o

actors

hree

estrictStateAnd onc
estrictStateAndTime
estrict oncAndTime

Table 2:

actors

estrictState oncAndTime

ehavioural relation type identi ers

re uire that a client category is always speci ed. The resulting three dimensions can be part of the
relation, but this is not re uired. For each location in this space, a relation type is de ned. In table 2
the di erent relations types are shown.
.
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ext to the general relation types, described in the previous two sections, one can also identify
application domain speci c relation types. From our experiences in modelling object-oriented systems,
we have learned that many domains, next to characteristic classes, also have characteristic relation
types that ought to be captured in framework and application development.
Within the context of this paper, it is impossible to de ne the relevant relation types for a large
number of application domains. The development of frameworks has proven to be a di cult and
tedious process and we have no reason to assume that the development of a framework containing
relation types will be any easier. Instead, we will illustrate our approach by an example from an
example domain, i.e. process control, described in section 3.
When modelling a process control application framework, the most important objects are the
controller and the process. In gure 2, an analysis model of a part of a typical process control
application is shown. When modelling relations between objects as rst-class entities, the `controls'
relation between the controller and the process is a typical example of an application domain speci c
relation type. A `controls' relation can be of several types which all behave di erently. For the
discussion in this paper, we identify four control relation types:








P: roportional control uses an ampli cation factor to amplify the di erence between the
actual value and the set value , which is than used to react against the di erence. roportional
1 , where
control is characterised as
is the transform ratio. We de ne a relation type
1
as a generic proportional control relation type with a con guration parameter
to indicate
the ampli cation factor. Other con guration parameters are , the set variable, which is part of
the controller object, the process input variable , which sets the input of the controlled process,
and the process output variable , which is the actual output value of the process.
P : Integrating proportional control contains, next to a proportional part, an integrating part.

1 ), where
This type of controller is characterised as
(1
is the transform ratio of
the controller,
is the aforementioned ampli cation factor, and is con guration parameter
for the integrator. The I controller relation type, therefore, uses the parameters , , ,
and .

P

: i erentiating proportional control is used in cases where a uick response is re uired. The
controller is characterised as
(
1), where is the con gurating parameter
for the di erentiator. The
controller relation type uses the parameters , , , and .

P

: In certain processes, both the advantages of the integrator, i.e. ero statistical deviation,
and of the di erentiator, i.e. uick response, are re uired to obtain satisfactory process con1 )(
trol. This I controller is characterised by
(1
1). The con guration
parameters for the I controller are , , , , and .
8

The precise semantics of the speci ced relation types can be found in most process control books,
e.g. [ ]. In section . some examples of the use of controls relations are given.
.
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In this section we have introduced a categorisation of relations between objects into structural relations,
behavioural relations and application-domain relations.
ather than de ning a `clean' set of orthogonal
constructs that can be composed, we propose to de ne a relation type for each conceptual relation
type that is identi ed by the software engineer.
One can recognise the similarity between our approach and the notion of de ning frameworks.
When de ning a framework, the software engineer conceptualises important entities in the domain as
classes. We propose a similar approach, but now for the relation types within a domain.
However, di erent from other approaches, e.g. [1 ], we do not model relations as independent
objects within the application, but extend the conventional object model with a new component that
allows the designer to make the relation an integrated part of the object whose behaviour is extended
or in uenced. The precise semantics of this new object model component are explained in the next
section.
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The layered object model ( OM) is an extended object model de ned at the niversity of arlskrona onneby as a vehicle for research in extended expressiveness of object-oriented language models. The object model of OM incorporates components that are not found in the conventional object
model. One of these components, the la er concept, supports the rst-class representation of relations.
In this section, rst
OM is introduced. Then the layer concept is de ned. astly, the structural,
behavioural and application domain relation types are de ned.
.
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The layered object model ( OM) is an extended object model, i.e. it takes the conventional object
model as a basis and extends it to improve the expressiveness. As is shown in gure 3, an object in
OM consists of ve major components, i.e. variables (nested objects), methods, states, conditions
and la ers. A OM object has an inter ace, i.e. a set of interface elements, consisting of the methods,
the states and the conditions of the object. These three components share a common name space.
ach interface element can be invoked by a client object, provided that access to the interface element
is not prohibited. elow, the functionality of each object model component will be described.
A state, as de ned in OM, is a dimension of the abstract ob ect state. The abstract object state
of an object is an externally visible abstraction of the internal, concrete state of the object. ach
dimension has a domain and the state expression associated with the state `maps' the concrete state
(or a part of it) to the domain associated with the state. Within the OM environment, a domain
is basically a subclass of class omain. This allows the designer to de ne his own domains and to use
them freely. The rationale for de ning an abstract object state and its precise semantics is described
in [6], but it can be summarised as a systematic and structured approach to make the conceptual state
of the object accessible at the interface, as an alternative for the ad-hoc fashion in which object state
is made accessible in conventional approaches.
As a part of the abstract object state, the designer can de ne so-called active states. An active
state is de ned based on the static abstract state de ned for the object and is a derivation function of
(a part of) the static abstract state in time. For example, when the output value of an process is part

Figure 3:

omponents of a

OM object

of the static abstract state, a possible active state could be the derivative output value in time which
could be used by a di erentiating controller type. ased on the active state principle, the designer
can de ne higher-order state spaces that allow rst-class representations of otherwise continuously
changing aspects of the system.
lient categories are de ned in OM using conditions. A condition, just as a state, can be seen as
a specialisation of a general method. A condition has a single, implicit argument msg, i.e. the message
for which is determined whether its sender belongs to the client category de ned by the condition.
The return value of the condition is restricted to class oolean.
The variables of the object are other objects nested within the object in which they are declared.
ach nested object has an abstract object state which is visible on its interface. The abstract object
states of the nested objects form the concrete state space for the encapsulating object. The state
de nitions in the class description de ne an abstraction, i.e. the abstract object state, of the concrete
object state of the encapsulating object. ariables are declared, as in many other languages, by
de ning the name and the class of the nested object.
The methods of the object are de ned as in most object-oriented languages. The scope of the
method is inside-out, and consists of the local variables declared by itself, the arguments of the
method, the variables de ned by the object the method is part of. Also the objects de ned at the
same level as the object containing the method and all objects at the subse uent levels are visible.
asically, each encapsulation boundary can be `passed' from the inside, but is `restricted' from the
outside.
The la ers encapsulate the object so that messages sent to the object or sent by the object itself
have to pass all layers. ach layer can change, delay, redirect or respond to a message or just let it
pass. We use layers for the representation and implementation of relations which the encapsulated
object has with other objects and client categories. In the next section, layers are discussed in more
detail.
As an example, the class de nition of class rans ormer (see gure 2) is shown in gure . lass
rans ormer has two instance variables and two methods. In addition, it de nes a state output
which maps a part of the concrete state of the object, i.e. the value of the output alue instance
variable, to a user de ned domain ange numeration which is de ned as (too-lo , lo , normal, high,
too-high). Also, the class de nes a condition (client category) operator which determines whether
the sender of a message is an instance of class perator or one of its subclasses. The layer la bc
is an instance of the estrict lient behavioural relation type which restricts access to the method
10
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As is shown in gure 3, a OM object is generally encapsulated by la ers. Messages sent to or sent by
the object need to pass the layers. A layer can intercept a message and react in a prede ned manner
to the receipt of the message. This allows for the representation of relations by layers. The relation
types that were identi ed in section are implemented as layer types in the OM object model.
A message that is sent to the object has to pass the layers that encapsulate the object, starting at
the outermost layer and working his way in. ach layer receives the message and inspects it in order
to determine what it will do with the message. A layer can delay the message until some precondition
is ful lled or it can change the message contents. Other possibilities are that the layer itself replies to
the message or that it rejects the message, generating an exception. asically, each layer object has
the opportunity to handle a message in virtually any way it likes. However, in practice, a layer will
pass most messages on to the next layer.
Analogous to a message sent to the object, a message sent b the object has to pass all the layers
starting at the innermost layer. Again, each layer has the possibility to treat outgoing messages in
any way it feels appropriate. o note that each layer, either in response to a message it is re uested
to evaluate or otherwise, can send messages to the object it encapsulates. For instance, a layer can
re uest the value of a state or a condition.
If a message arrives at a layer, the message is rei ed by the layer. This results in a passive object
of class essage which can be investigated by the layer to determine its action. The message object
11
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Figure : Structural relation layers of class

rocess

has elds containing a reference to the sender of the message, the selector, a reference to the receiver
and the arguments to the addressed method. The layer will, depending on its type, the state of the
object it encapsulates and the message, behave in a prede ned manner.
To illustrate this we describe the behaviour of a layer of type nheritance. lass rocess has a layer
, meaning that it has an inheritance relation with class rans ormer.
The interface of class rans ormer consists of
(1
). The layer inh represents
this relation. pon instantiation of an instance of class rocess, layer inh is also instantiated and the
layer will create an instance of class rans ormer as a part of itself. When a message is sent to the
instance of class rocess, it will have to pass the layer inh. The layer will reify the message and check
. If the message
if the selector matches with one of the interface elements, i.e.
matches, it is forwarded to the instance of class rans ormer which is part of the layer, otherwise it is
passed on to the encapsulated object.
In this article we focus on the use of layers for the representation of relations between objects.
However, layers can also be used to extend the interface of the object. For instance, a layer of type
ondition can be used to de ne a new client category which was not de ned within the object itself.
From the perspective of a layer, it makes no di erence whether it is in-between other layers, the
most outer layer or the most inner layer. An object is de ned so that at the outside of each layer,
one views an object with an interface consisting of methods, states and conditions. For example, if
an additional layer of type estrict lient is de ned around the object which makes use of condition
layers, the estrict lient layer notices no di erence between conditions de ned by encapsulated layers
or conditions de ned within the kernel object.
ach layer type has an identi er, its own speci cation syntax and semantics. When de ning a
new layer type, the software engineer speci es these aspects. In the prototype implementation, the
software engineer is able to reuse existing layer speci cations using the parser delegation concept [ ].
.

r c

ral

ela ions

The structural relations within OM are not implemented within the object model. The conventional
object model implements inheritance and part-of relations as part of the object model, but has no
support for other relations types. As we consider this to be problematic,
OM provides a di erent
approach to represent relations, i.e. la ers. ased on the analysis of structural relation types in
section .1, OM supports the relation types de ned in table 1.
To illustrate this, we use, as an example, class rocess (see gure 2) which has a number of relations
with other classes. In gure , the layer speci cations for the structural relations of class rocess are
shown. The rst layer inh represents an inheritance relation with the superclass of class rocess,
i.e. class rans ormer. The second layer, i.e. a , de nes an instance of class ensor as part of class
rocess.
In table 1, 12 structural relation types are de ned. We could specify all types, but for reasons of
12

space, we will limit ourselves to a subset. The speci cation of the other types is implicated by the
speci cation of the subset.


her

: The syntax of the relation is very simple:

The layer will intercept all messages to the object that are implemented by class
and redirect these messages to an instance of that class, created by the layer.


e e a e: The syntax of this layer is almost the same as that of

:

nherit

The layer will intercept messages sent to the object and redirect those messages that are impleto that object. This object must be in the scope of the
mented by the object
object containing the layer.


Par

: The syntax is:

The layer will instantiate an object of class
. The layer will intercept messages
, i.e. the name of
sent by the object it encapsulates that are addressed to object
the layer is used as the name of the part object is represents.


Par a her

: This relation type is used in the situation where the inheriting object only
wants to inherit a subset of the interface of the inherited class. The syntax is:
oth
and
can be a list of one or more methods names or a star,
i.e. . The star is used as a wild-card and represents all interface elements. However, the star
is preceded by an explicit list. Otherwise, if the included set and the excluded set overlap, the
intersection of the interface elements will be treated as only part of the included set.



a e e a e:

Sometimes it depends on the state of the object whether the relation
should be active or not. This relation type de nes conditionality on the delegation relation, i.e.
the delegation will only occur if the object is in the speci ed state. The syntax is de ned as
follows:
If the active expression evaluates to true, the message will be delegated. If the active expression
only contains the keyword
and the passive expression evaluates to true, the message will
not be delegated to the object.

.

Beha io ral

ela ions

The behavioural relation types are used to de ne the behaviour of the object for a particular client
category. In table 2, the identi ed behavioural relation types are presented. To illustrate the use of
this type of relations, we again use class rocess. Some re uirements of class rocess not mentioned in
section 3 are that 1) the set nput alue method should only be accessed by instances of class ontroller,
2) the rocess can only be accessed when it is in the perational state, 3) only one client will be serviced
by an instance of class rocess and ) the set nput alue method has a deadline of 10 time units.
When analysing these re uirements, one can derive two relations. The rst relation is with the
client category. This relation incorporates client-based access and a time constraint. Therefore, its relation type is estrict ime and the client category is controller. The second relation type
is more general and incorporates state-based access and a concurrency constraint. The type of the
relation is estrict tate nd onc and the client category is n . n is used to address all clients.
Taking a set-based view to the clients of an object, the n client category is the set encapsulating
controller
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Figure 6:

ehavioural relation layers of class rocess

all clients categories. Any explicitly de ned client category is a subset of this set, i.e.
gure 6 the behavioural relations of class rocess are shown.

. In

In table 2, 8 behavioural relation types are de ned. Again, for reasons of space, the description
is limited to a subset. The speci cation of the other types is implicated by the speci cation of the
subset.


Res r c

e

: This relation type is used to restrict access to parts of the interface of the
object for certain client types. The syntax is:
The interface elements in the
. The elements in the
has a preference over the



are accessible to the client category indicated by
obviously not. As described before, the
, unless the star is used in the
.

Res r c a e: When the access to the interface by a client category is also dependent on the
state of the object, one should use this relation type. The syntax is:
accept
hen

ne

other i e

in- hich-ca e

re ect

ea

Here the ` ' indicates that the part between the brackets is present one or more times.


Res r c
c: If not restricted, the execution of methods within the object is fully concurrent.
If this could lead to inconsistency of the object, the concurrency needs to be restricted. The
estrict onc relation type is de ned for this purpose. The syntax is:
acti e-threa
e c

i e

For each client category, the object can restrict the concurrency to either a
of concurrent
threads, or it can de ne one or more exclusion-sets. ach
contains two or more
interface element identi ers that are not to be executed concurrently.


Res r c

e: The default deadline on a message is . If a message from a client category
has a certain deadline, this has to be speci ed in the relation to that client category. The syntax
is:
tart-ear ie t
ni h- ate t

The semantics are that for the client category speci ed by
, the software engineer can
specify one or more interface sets. ach
consists of a list of interface elements
or a star, an earliest start time
and a latest nish time
.


Res r c a e

c
e: This is the most complex relation type as it composes the behaviour of the four types of behavioural constraint. The syntax is:
1

e cept

acti e-threa

other i e

in- hich-ca e

re ect

ea

e c

ear ie t- tart

i e

hen

ne

ate t- ni h

For the client category denoted by
, one can specify the state in which the access-set
becomes accessible, the concurrency within that set and the real-time constraints of this relation.
.

lica ion

o

ain

ela ions

The application domain relation types are, obviously, not prede ned. The software engineer can
de ne new relation types and apply these relation types in class de nitions as any relation type.
When de ning a new relation type, it is basically the name, the syntax of the initialisation and the
semantics that have to be de ned. These aspects are described in more detail in section .6.
To illustrate the use of application domain relations, we continue with the controls relation types,
described in section .3. In gure 2, class ontroller has a controls relation with class rocess. epending on the type of controls relation between the controller and the process, i.e. ,
, or
,
a control relation type is de ned between the two classes. For example, in case of proportional control,
a -control relation type is selected. ach relation type has its initialisation syntax which has to be
de ned as part of the class de nition containing the relation. elow, the identi ed relation types are
discussed in more detail:


Pc

r

: The initialisation syntax is:

The
is a method of the ontroller class that is used to set the re uired value of the
process. The
is the method at the process object that sets the re uired
value of the process, whereas the
is the method of the process that
is a proportional control constant
gives the actual process value. The
that indicates how strong a di erence between the re uired and the actual value of the process
should be applied in the set value of the process.


P c

r

: The initialisation syntax is:

All but the last elements are the same as the ones de ned for -control. The
is a constant for the integrating control. It basically indicates how strongly past deviations from the set value are incorporated in the control signal to the process.


P c

r

: The initialisation syntax is:

Again, all but the last elements are the same as the ones de ned for -control. The
is a constant for the di erentiating control. It basically indicates how strongly the angle
of the current deviation from the set value is incorporated in the control signal to the process.


P

c

r

: The initialisation syntax is:

All but the last two elements are the same as the ones de ned for
elements are de ned as for -control and
-control respectively.

1

-control

. The last two

c ass
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Figure 7:

ontrol relations of class ontroller

In gure 7, the possible control relations are shown. The method
, in these examples,
is
is a method of the ontroller class that sets the re uired value for the process. The object
an external object of class rocess. Its methods
and
are used as the
process input variable and process output variable, respectively. The constants
, and
are
the multiplication, integrating and di erentiating constant, respectively.
These relation types contain all the complex aspects of the respective types of control. If, as in the
conventional object model, the control behaviour would be implemented as part of class ontroller,
the control speci c behaviour would be mixed with the other functionality of class ontroller. Also,
the functionality of the relation would have become part of the object and the explicit modelling
relation between the analysis and design model and the implementation model would have been lost.
This, again, indicates the importance of representing a relation as an entity in the object model.
.

le

en a ion

The layered object model, as described in this paper, is supported by a prototype development environment, called
developed at the niversity of arlskrona onneby.
which stands for
`A Translator for the layered Object Model' consists of four major parts:






a ere

ec

e

p er

: The
translates a
OM class into a corresponding
class. Also, in OM the software engineer can de ne an `application' which is
a speci cation of a number of objects and some code. The
translates an
OM application into a corresponding
main and invokes the
compiler and linker to generate an
executable.

ec

r

e

:
is constructed and operating in a Sun Sparc
and Solaris 2.3 environment. The
provides the run-time environment for OM applications. This environment supports transparent distribution and concurrency. The distribution
is achieved through the use of
sockets and concurrency is achieved through the use of
threads which are part of the Solaris operating system. The
allows the user to start multiple applications, i.e.
executables, at multiple machines. In each application, the objects
can call objects that are not de ned within the application. In that case the
will search
for the objects in the other applications. eal-time constraints and dynamic load balancing are
planned to be added in the future.

a er
p er
p er
: In this article we have stressed the importance of the
ability to de ne new abstractions. For instance, in section . four new relation types are added

un and
ni

olaris are trade

is a trade

ark of

T

arks of
T Bell

un

icrosyste

s inc.

abs.
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Figure 8: ATOM

and

to the system. In OM these relation types are implemented as la ers encapsulating the object.
For each new relation (or layer) type, the software engineer has to de ne an identi er for the
type, the syntax of the initialisation block and the semantics of the layer type. This functionality
is o ered by the
which allows one to specify the syntax of a new layer using an extended
syntax and the semantics in the semantic part of the production rules.
ach layer can de ne its independent syntax. This would, in a naive implementation, re uire
the class parser to be extended every time a new layer type is de ned, as the software engineer
can use a new layer type as soon as it is de ned. To address this problem, we have introduced
a novel mechanism, i.e. parser delegation, which allows for multiple parsers to be active during
parsing. The details of parser delegation are described in [ ].


e ra e e e p e
r e
: To facilitate the software engineer, we have constructed an integrated development environment
which allows the software
engineer to de ne OM classes, applications and new layer types in an integrated manner and
to experiment with de ned applications using the
. The
basically is a shell that provides convenient access to the
,
and
and that handles projects, class de nitions
and other data in a user-friendly manner.

In gure 8, a part of the ATOM environment is shown. In the background the
is visible and
the
is in the front. The small windows are input output windows of two applications that run
distributed and communicate with each other.
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l t d

or

xpressing relations within the object-oriented model has been proposed previously by umbaugh [1 ].
However, his intention was to model relations as separate set entities that are not related to any object.
Objects that are involved in a relation can be registered at the relation object. His approach aims
primarily at facilitating the use of relational database systems in object-oriented applications.
ompared with umbaugh's approach, our approach to modelling is di erent in both the intention
and the approach. Our aim is to simplify the transformation from an analysis and design model into
the object model by providing means to represent relations directly in the object model. Second, our
approach is to model relations as layers encapsulating the object whose behaviour is in uenced by the
relation, rather than modelling relations as separate entities next to objects. Third, we do not aim at
object-oriented modelling techni ues for relational database applications, but at extending the set of
relation types that can directly be represented in the object model.
The layered object model can be viewed as an object model with re ective capabilities, in that
it engages message re ection to achieve its extended functionality. However, it is di erent from
OM provides only
re ective object models as described in e.g. [13] that provide full re ection.
message re ection and clearly separates the speci cation of meta-level objects, i.e. layer (or relation)
types from the `normal' implementation.
Another example of a limited re ective object model is the composition- lters ( F) object model [3],
which partially inspired our work on the layered object model. The F model applies input- and
output- lters which intercept incoming and outgoing messages, respectively. The F model de nes
lter types like error, ait [3], dispatch, meta [2] and real-time [1] and each lter type provides one
speci c (orthogonal) type of behaviour. When comparing OM and the F model, one can observe
at least three major di erences. First, lters do not support the representation of a relation as a single
entity, but, depending on its re uirements, a relation will be divided over multiple lter speci cations.
Second, lters do not support the speci cation of structural relations at the lter level although they
do provide means for expressing conditionality and partiality. Thirdly, to the best of our knowledge,
the F model does not support the speci cation of application-domain abstractions.
The layers of a OM object may seem similar to encapsulators [1 ]. However, encapsulators are
implemented as objects in the application that have a reference to the encapsulated object. ncapsulators rely on the Smalltalk-80 does ot nderstand mechanism and encapsulators are mainly used
to extend methods with pre- and post-actions, whereas layers are used to represent relations between
objects. In addition, a layer is a component of the object model and has an con guration syntax
which con gures the layer, whereas encapsulators are regular objects.
ontracts [11, 12] o er a mechanism to model interdependencies between objects. ontracts are
di erent from the OM approach in that the interdependencies are represented as separate entities
in the applications, rather than being associated with the object whose behaviour is in uenced.

onclu ion
elations between objects are very important modelling entities that, unfortunately, are not supported
by the conventional object model that is generally used to implement the analysis and design model.
This results in several problems as there are the lac o uni ormit , the loss o a source or reuse and
diminished traceabilit . In this paper we have analysed relations between objects and de ned three
categories of relations: structural, behavioural and application-domain relation types. To provide a
solution to the identi ed problems, we proposed the la ered ob ect model ( OM) which supports the
representation of relations through the layer concept as part of the object model. We have illustrated
the translation of an analysis and design model into OM classes using the process control domain as
18

an example.
model.

ach relation in the analysis and design model can directly be represented in the object

When evaluating our approach with respect to the identi ed problems, we can conclude that
OM does not su er from these. It provides a highly uniform model for expressing relations between objects and, because of the possibility to de ne application-domain relation types, is it possible
to reuse application-domain relation types. As relations are represented as identi able entities, traceability of relations is not inhibited.
The layered object model is supported by a prototype environment consisting of
, a translator
translating OM classes and applications into
classes and main functions,
, an execution
, a layer compiler that allows for
environment providing concurrency and transparent distribution,
the de nition of user de ned layers, like application-domain relation types, and
, an integrated
development environment that integrates the functionality of the aforementioned tools.
Future work will include the continued evaluation of application-domain relation types and the
search for other abstractions that might improve the expressiveness of the object model. With respect
to the
prototype, we aim at extending the functionality with automated d namic load-balancing
and support for real-time constraints.
c no
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